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Dragon Squadron is set in the not too distant future, in which a series of unpredictable nuclear 
disasters have seen nuclear fission entirely abandoned. With warlord states starting to form on every 
continent the Northern Atlantic Treaty Organization pushes for additional support, with two particular 
Private Military Contractors (PMCs) stepping up: Steel Dragon Enterprises (SDE) and Red Falcon 
(RF). The titular Dragon Squadron are a part of the SDE program, which sees volunteer soldiers grafted
with cybernetic implants to embody advanced power armour called Cyber Sheaths. The Cyber Sheaths 
effectively turn its soldiers, code-named Steel Dragons or simply Dragons, into super-soldiers, their 
armour allowing for the use of heavier weapons and advanced tactical gear.

Dragon Squadron is led by former United Kingdom Special Air Service Master Sergeant 
Vincent Schaeffer, his notable squad-mates including former United States Ranger Lance Corporal 
Rachel Maddox, former Grenzschutzgruppe 9 der Bundespolizei (GSG9) Specialist Lukas Kruger, 
former Japanese Ground Self-Defence Force Leading Private Noriko Kimura, former Cuerpo de 
Fuerzas Especiales de México (Mexican Special Forces Corps) Private Vito Ramirez and former Israeli
Defence Forces Corporal Tova Mencher. The Squadron first deploy to Pickering, Ontario, Canada, 
where a warlord from New York State is attempting to smuggle nuclear materials across the border. 
Incidents occur all over the globe, frequently with large civilian transports being held hostages (planes 
and boats), attempts to transport nuclear material, and attempts to capture valuable resources, such as 
untainted water or food. Locations visited include France, Republic of Korea, Germany, South Africa, 
Taiwan, Japan, India, the United States, United Kingdom and Brazil. Eventually Dragon Squadron 
manage to extract Russian scientist Miroslava Kuznetskov from Kotka, Finland, who reveals she was 
working at the Leningrad Nuclear Power Plant when it began to go into meltdown, and that the source 
of the meltdown wasn't caused inside the plant.

Dragon Squadron goes to the Leningrad Power Plant but as they're obtaining vital data nearly 
half the squad is killed with Vincent, Rachel, Noriko, Vito, Lukas and Tova among the survivors. The 
ambush was instigated by Red Falcon soldiers, who soon attack the Squadron as they attempt to return 
to a safe-zone in Western Canada. As Noriko prepares to possibly sacrifice herself however other Red 
Falcon soldiers strike, and it is revealed that the rival PMC has become divided. Some within Red 
Falcon not only already knew the cause of the nuclear disasters but helped instigate them, aiding bio-
terrorists looking to cripple the advantage of nuclear power, the hope being that the NATO contracts 
would arise as a result as Red Falcon had worked to develop radiation-proof tactical gear, as had SDE. 
Upon arriving in Calgary, Canada, members of SDE, including another squad of Dragons, attack 
Vincent and his team as well as their Red Falcon allies. In the chaos Lukas is killed, Vincent also losing
a leg and nearly dying if not for his Cyber Sheath. Further SDE forces show up, allies, and it is 
revealed that members of both PMCs were in on the conspiracy, as SDE had been developing 
alternatives to nuclear power, including the technology that powers the Cyber Sheaths. The 
conspirators have all fled to Beijing, where a warlord friendly to them resides. The remaining Dragon 
Squadron works with some Red Falcon allies to attack the city, battling warlord forces as well as 
enemy Red Falcon and Dragon forces before destroying their final weapon: a prototype giant battle suit
called the Omega Dragon equipped with enough firepower to level the city. In the aftermath the 
remaining Red Falcon and Steel Dragons form the Red Dragons PMC, working together rather than as 
rivals to protect what humanity remains.


